WHITE PAPER
A simplified model for the study
of climatization in energy
storage and energy conversion
compartment for a hybrid
generator
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ABSTRACT. The powercube type hybrid units for exterior use integrating under a single canopy a generator, a fuel
tank, energy conversion equipment and batteries are subjected to multiple thermal constraints that influences
the lifetime of each equipment. The choice and the optimization of the working regimes of the cooling systems is
essential for limiting the fuel consumption of the system. The modeling of the energy conversion and energy
storage compartments done on the ST-20 machines manufactured by FG Wilson/Caterpillar allows to predict the
evolution of the internal temperature as a function of the external temperature and solar irradiation
corresponding to the location of the installed site. The model has been calibrated with the field data obtained
from the test site of Caterpillar in Larne, Ireland.
KEYWORDS : climatization, hybrid, consumption.

1. INTRODUCTION
The predicted lifetime and the performance
of the hybrid systems announced by the
producers are closely related to the
environmental conditions at which the specific
system is working. At the same time, the
cooling systems are energy consuming and are
also reducing the system performance. This is
the origin of the interest of a predictive tool
taking into account all the intrinsic parameters
of the system as well as the environmental
parameters of the site location. The present
tool allows to simulate the internal
temperature of the energy conversion and
energy storage compartments, items 3 and 4 in
Figure 1.

2. NORMATIVE REFERENCES
ETSI EN 300 019 normative is stating within
the 1-0 document the environment classes for
the storage, transport and utilization of
systems. In the cases of hybrid powercube

Figure 1: Powercube model ST-20

installed at exterior and exposed to solar
irradiation, wind and precipitation in
environments with sand and dust, subjected to
vibrations induced by the integrated diesel
generator, the operating environmental class is
4.2 H presented in Figure 2.
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3. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Figure 2: Operating conditions for the powercubes
installed in exterior without protection – class 4.2H.

However, in the interior of the
powercube, certain equipment, the rectifiers
and the batteries in particular have more
severe operating conditions defined by class
3.2.

3.1 Energy conversion compartment
The energy storage compartment consists
of a metallic frame, rated IP55 for water and
dust ingress, standardly equipped with a heat
exchanger installed in frontal position on the
compartment door, as illustrated by item 4,
Figure 1. As an option, the cabinet can be fitted
with an air conditioner instead of the heat
exchanger.
The heat exchanger works independently,
launching at 25oC after which the internal and
external fans speed will increase linearly from
2200 RPM to 4300 RPM at 55 oC, as presented
in Figure 4.

Figure 3: Operation class 3.2

It is therefore essential to ensure the
fulfillment of these operating conditions for
each configuration of the system in its
permanent environment.
The above-mentioned constraints
impose the knowledge of the country, of the
installation site, as well as the close vicinity of
the machine (exposure, shading, etc …).

Figure 4: Rotation speed of the interior fan of the
heat exchanger as a function of T°

The cooling capacity of the standard
equipped heat exchanger is 40W/K.
Figure 5 show the cooling capacity of the
optional air conditioner unit. The air
conditioner starts when the temperature
threshold is reached.
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The forced ventilation option is done with a
temperature threshold controlled fan, that can
vehiculate a flow of 410 m3/h.
3.3 Thermal exchanges
The compartment under study is subjected
to positive heat flow “Received Heat” and
negative heat flow “Released Head”. These
heat flows can origin from the exterior as well
as from the interior of the compartment
depending on their nature. Picture 7 presents
the heat flows taken into consideration in the
thermal balance of the system.

Released
heat

Received
heat

Figure 5: Cooling capacity of the air conditioner

3.2 Energy storage compartment
The energy storage compartment is an IP 45
metallic box fitted with two ventilation
openings, one high and one low with fixed
grills. As a first option, a forced ventilation
solution is installed with gravitational grills. A
second option, shown in Figure 6, an air
conditioning solution is added in order to
function alternatively as free-cooling.
Figure 7 : Thermal flows in the compartment

Figure 6: Free-cooling operation mode
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4 NUMERICAL SIMULATION
4.1 Temperature evolution inide the
compartment
For the calculation of the energy balance in
the compartment the following parameters
have been used:
-

Temporal evolution of the external
temperature Text(t);

-

Temporal evolution of the internal
temperature Tint(t);

-

-

We consider the following hypothesis:
-

The heat dissipation from the batteries
during charges (received heat): Qbatt

The studied compartment is considered
to be of fixed volume V

-

The heat dissipated by the energy
conversion equipment (received heat):
Qe

The temperature in the fictive
compartment is considered to be
homogeneous Tint

-

The considered compartment has a
volumetric mass ρ and a calorific
capacity C (J/kg/°C) that are
characteristic to the compartment and
depends on the contained equipment,
the value of these parameters will be
determined experimentally.

-

Heat extracted by the air conditioning
(released heat): Qcs

-

The heat from solar radiation on the
wall of the compartment (received
heat): Qr

-

Thermal
conduction
through
compartment walls due to temperature
difference interior/exterior : Qs

-

Figure 8: Reference system for calculating the energy
balance

Heat exchange due to Stack effect from
the ventilation openings : Qse

Following the first law of thermodynamics:
ΔE = ΔU = W + Q
dU = δQ = C.dT + Lv.dV

(1)
(2)

In the absence of humidity and condensation
we will ignore the latent heat factor Lv.
Therefore, the energy balance will be written
as follows:

dTint

dt
Qe  Qbatt  Qr 

 V  C 

Qs (Text , Tint )  Qse (Text , Tint )  Qcs (Text , Tint )
(3)
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The temporal derivative term was discretized
by an approximation of first degree:
n 1
int

dTint T  T

dt
t

n
int

(4)

Where:
n 1
int

T

t

 ( Qe  Qbatt  Qr 
 V  C

Qs (Textn , Tintn )  Qse (Textn , Tintn )  Qcs (Textn , Tintn ))  Tintn
(5)
With the initial condition:

Tint0  Text0
and: T  T (n  t )

Qe  80  N r  60  N s
(Watt values from the HE Eltek modules)
Nr = number of rectifiers in full load
Ns = numbers of solar charges in full load

Qbatt  V  I 10%  n
(maximum value of thermal energy produced
by the batteries during charging, values from
Narada):
V = charge voltage/element
I = charge current
n = number of elements

n

The external temperature is modelized by a
sinusoidal equation with an amplitude 2.A and
average value k. These values vary according
with the location where the unit is installed. In
order to get the minimum and maximum
temperature values for the hottest month we
use the following online databases:
http://www.climatedata.eu/
or
n
fr.allmetsat.com Text  A  cos( B  n  t )  k

Qr  Rmax  k1  k 2  A  ( , ²)
Rmax = Average monthly irradiation W/m²
chosen for the sunniest month of the year;
k1 = attenuation coefficient during solar
irradiation of the unit: 0.05 under solar panels,
0.5 shaded by one wall, 0.35 shaded by two
walls and 0.7 for no shade.
k2 = attenuation coefficient due to the
effective surface exposed to solar irradiation at
one time, 0.3 with tropicalized roof and 0.5 in
other cases.
A= total surface in m² of the walls exposed to
solar irradiation

Figure 9: Sinusoidal model used to simulate the external
temperature

All the Q term from equation (5) are
detailed below:

N = normal distribution law used to simulate
the distribution of the solar irradiation during
one day.
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Qs (Textn , Tintn )  k  A  (Tintn  Textn )
k = thermal conductivity coefficient for the
compartment wall (W/m².K)
A = surface of the walls exposed to exterior
temperature (m²)

Qse (Textn , Tintn )  Cd  Ao . 2  g  h  (TextTnTint )
n

n

ext

Cd = exchange coefficient (between 0.65 and
0.70)
A0 = exchange surface (m²)

Qcs (Textn , Tintn )
Option 1 – Forced ventilation Qv (m3/s):
The air inlet and outlet are fitted with
gravitational vents. Whenever the internal
temperature of the compartment is greater
than the exterior temperature, the ventilation
is activated. In the opposite situation, the
ventilation is stopped.
The heat evacuated by the air forced outside
the compartment is given by:

Qcs (T , T )   Qv  0.34  (T  T )
n
ext

n
int

n
int

n
ext

At an internal temperature of 35°C the cooling
capacity of the air conditioner is given by the
following equation:

C n  10.5  Textn  967.5

4.2 Estimation des paramètres ρ et C de
l’enceinte fictive
Des essais réalisés en chambre de test sous
atmosphère à température contrôlée ont
permis d’obtenir les données de référence
suivantes :
Machine référence ST-20, après 2 cycles
complets de charge/décharge d’un banc de 24
batteries SBS680 sur charge de 4kW.
Ambient
temperature

Batteries compartment
Average/Max

Energy conv.
Average/Max

22 OC

24/24°C

30/31°C

33 OC

33/34°C

42/48°C

4.3 Validation of numerical model in field
applications

Option 2 - Free Cooling:

This option combines an air conditioner and a
cooling fan. The air inlet and outlet are fitted
with gravitation vents. In the case that the
internal temperature passes the threshold
temperature the air conditioner is activated. In
the second scenario, if the temperature is
below the threshold, and the external
temperature is inferior to the internal
temperature, the fan will start.
The cooling capacity of the air conditioner is
given by a linear function (Figure 5).

Figure 10: Comparison between measured temperature
(red), simulated temperatures (yellow) at charging cycle
(blue)
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The numerical model gave a relative model
inferior to 5% on the average temperature
values
of
two
considered
cycles.
Tcontrl simulated
T° measured
T° simulated
Relative error ΔT (%)
Absolute error ΔT °C

Averages Tbat
Averages Tcontrl
28,39
27,44
29,66
28,03
4,48
2,13
1,3
0,6

5.2 Battery lifetime evaluation
The knowledge of the average temperature
in the energy storage compartment allows to
determine the battery lifetime with better
precision.

5 APPLICATION OF THE SIMPLIFIED MODEL
The utilization of this simplified model in
the frame of the sizing of the “powercube”
hybrid systems allows the optimization of the
choice made on the cooling unit.

5.1 Evaluation of power consumption
based on the thermal model
The table below summarizes the simulation
results in the energy storage compartment in
the case of each cooling option.
Thermal modelization results
Average internal temperature °C
Cooling system daily running time (h)
Cooling system daily consumption (Wh)

Standard - Natural ventilation
31,3
0,00
0

Extended Cooling options results with:
Average internal temperature °C
Cooling system daily running time (h)
Cooling system daily consumption (Wh)

Option 1 - Forced ventilation (fan)
28,7
10,70
182

Extended Cooling options results with:
Average internal temperature °C
Cooling system daily running time (h)
Cooling system daily consumption (Wh)

Option 2 - DC Cooling
27,7
15,60
1 386

A gain of 1 degree Celsius on the average
temperature during the day is obtained with an
increase of the daily power consumption with
1386-182 = 1204 Wh.

Figure 11: Temperature influence on battery lifetime

By cycling the battery to 40% DOD, the
lifetime diminishes from 2500 cycles at 25°C to
2000 cycles at 35°C.
This can be translated as follows for out
example site:
For a 800Ah battery bank designed to be cycled
two time per day to 40% DOD in a
compartment at 35°C will sustain a 2000 x 800
x 0.4 = 640 000 Ah load during its lifetime.
By installing a free cooling option, a decrease
of the temperature by 1°C will be achieved,
therefore, gaining 500/10 = 50 cycles or 100 x
50/2000 = 2.5% lifetime.
This free cooling will consume 1204/48 =
25Ah/day and will impact each discharge by
12.5Ah or 2450 x 12.5 = 30 625 Ah, the total
impact is 100 x 30625/640000 = 4.78%.
In the conditions of this system, the adding of
the free cooling will degrade the battery with
2.28% .
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6 CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
The proposed simplified model provides an
efficient tool to verify that the environmental
conditions defined by ETSI are fulfilled. This
model can be better tuned whilst we will have
more data from the units installed in the field.
In particular, the installation cases are
limited today to units installed under a PV
structure, shaded by one or two walls, however
these cases can be extended to other
situations.
Next steps for improving the model
accuracy is by taking into account the
individual thermal exchange between the
compartments themselves.
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